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LEADERSHIP JAM SESSION 

 
What is a jam session? A forum for leaders and aspiring leaders to come together to 

identify the key issues that they need to address. We have intentionally picked a date in 

November so that leaders can create a strategy for 2023. 

 

It is interactive, participatory and action-oriented. Participants will not be sitting and 

listening to speakers talk at them, but instead create the discussion and the solutions. 

 

Who should attend? This is a co-ed event. While Flaming Leadership generally works with 

women in leadership, this event is for EVERYONE. If you want to tackle leadership 

challenges, then this is the space for you. 

 

What is the format? This is a 2-day in-person event in East London. The event will consist of 

the following: 

 

Day 1: 
Networking with other leaders 

Opening session on inclusive leadership 

Open Conversation to identify leadership challenges and generate ideas to mitigate 

Closing keynote on Accountability in Leadership 

 

Day 2: 
Networking with other leaders 

Opening keynote on intersectionality in leadership 

Working session to develop plans and accountability for tackling leadership challenges 

(building on day 1) 

Closing session – how do we support each other in leadership 

 
What will you get? 
We will have genuine conversations to create real, sustainable pathways to growth that 

includes robust plans to impact what leadership looks like going forward. Participants will 

leave with: 
 

A well-defined picture of inclusive leadership 

In depth insights into the top issues facing leaders across industries 

A strongly shaped strategy with clear implementable steps  

An accountability plan and methods to influence others and create buy-in for change 

New connections, new perspectives and lots of new information 

 
This Jam is the opportunity that we all need for a change in leadership: real conversations, 

creation of implementable strategies and action plans with support from our specialised 

coaches.  

 


